
SOILMATIC - SOIL TESTING EQUIPMENTS 

Automated oedometer 

Automated consolidation system 

SOIL CONSOLIDATION, OEDOMETER TEST, FREE SWELL, SWELL PRESSURE AND COLLAPSE 

Proetisa’s automated Soilmatic oedometer is an innovative 
tool replacing traditional oedometers that required the 
operator to manually place loads. 
 
Proetisa’s Soilmatic series SEA is an automated and 
computer controlled system with an incremental load 
controller. Loads are applied or removed without needing to 
use compressed air systems nor place / remove loads by 
hand. Tests are fully automatized without human 
intervention. 
 

EDS software makes possible to program great number of 
incremental load steps in advance, therefore when one of 
the steps is completed, the system will automatically proceed 
to the next one. With our automated system it is possible to 
carry out any test performed with traditional oedometers: 
oedometer consolidation, free swell, pressure swell, collapse 
tests, etc. as well as sample consolidation for direct shear 
tests, etc. 

Unlike traditional oedometers, Soilmatic is compact and extremely small and there is no need for additional room to 
stow weights. With the Soilmatic oedometer, laboratory operators will be available to carry out any other task. One 
single machine can reliably accomplish the task performed by various traditional oedometers, thus reducing costs and 
increasing productivity while delivering reliability and accuracy. 

The system is fully automated to carry out incremental consolidation tests according to ASTM D2435 Method B 
Standard, applying successive load increments after achieving 100% of primary consolidation. 
 
This machine is precisely engineered to provide a simple and easy test method that can be particularly useful in 
universities to prevent students from lifting weights, and therefore increasing health and safety conditions. 
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Features and Advantages  

Automated oedometer configuration  
The system operation is extremely easy and simple. The automated oedometer applies vertical loads that are 
defined in advance, depending on the type of material to test, and takes strain / displacement readings based on 
the plate movement. It is possible to program the machine to perform a series of automatic incremental or 
decremental steps, as well as to decide which load value is to be applied in every single step when operated by 
hand.  
This system allows you to considerably reduce production costs as there is no need to assign personnel to pay 
attention to the test performance or to place weights at the end of the steps. 

 “N” load steps can be selected, either 
incremental or decremental, as well as 
combined sequences of both types. 

 Special oedometer cells are not required. 
Older cells can be used with this system. 

 The system can be upgraded to CVC 
(Constant velocity consolidation). 

 Load is quickly and accurately applied 
without affecting the sample due to PID 
control.  

 Operator’s  intervention is not required to 
place weights 

 Load steps or increments will take place 
day or night, at any moment, without 
operator’s intervention. 

 There is no need for external, noisy 
compressed air systems.  

 Considerably quicker test performance 
due to system automation. 

 Increase in test results accuracy 
 Possibility of free testing development.  

Sample consolidation meeting special 
requirements. For example:  consolidation 
with controlled pore pressure at very low 
speed.  

 Automated data recording system for its 
later processing and reporting. 

 PID control allowing accurate load 
application ranging from 1N to 10kN 
(unlike pneumatic systems that are 
typically inaccurate at low load values) 
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EDS also has event utilities making possible to accelerate or decelerate data acquisition, test and data recording 
finish, alarm activation, etc. All data are recorded and stored for later analysis. 

Test results and graphs are printed in Word file format or can be exported to Microsoft Excel. 

The software allows the user to program “n” load steps that can be either incremental or decremental. It is also 
possible to configure their length. To start the test, simply place the sample on the test area and press the 
“start” button. The software controlling the test performance will apply the previously set load /unload steps. 
For example: if six load steps and two unload steps have been programmed, the system will start increasing 
loads and keeping them during the desired lapse of time. Once a load step is finished, the system will 
automatically proceed to the next load increment and so on until test completion. It is also possible to assign 
events to the test if desired; therefore, once a predefined value is reached the system will automatically move 
on to the next load / unload step. 

As Soilmatic oedometer is conceived to automatically move on to predefined steps, an incremental consolidation 
can be completed in 24 to 48 hours if desired. 

EDS software records strain readings from a displacement transducer and applied load readings from a force 
transducer. This force transducer allows the system to apply and maintain predefined loads and load 
increments. 

Test results are displayed on the PC screen in real time and stored for later automated processing. 

“EDS” SOFTWARE 
Software EDS is the most advanced tool in the market to deal with soil test.  

With our leading-edge EDS Soil testing software you will be able to configure tests so as to comply with the 
desired Standard Method, to program continuous data recording at predetermined values or by events.  

You will also be able to perform any type of test using the “free test” tool that makes possible to configure tests to 
meet your needs using the required sensors. You will be able to include additional strain or pressure sensors in 
order to monitor interstitial pressure during consolidation. This and other utilities make EDS Software an integral 
solution and a powerful tool. 
EDS Software records data with user customized configuration and displays real time results. Graphs display live 
sensors one by one or all of them at the same time. You will be able to choose between linear or logarithmic time 
scales. 
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EDS software allows 
you to: 
 
• View test performance on 

the PC screen in real time. 

• Analyze test results with 
post analysis software.  

• Directly print reports with 
Word o export them to 
Microsoft Excel 

Software A.I. allows you 
to pause and resume a 
test or to easily carry on 
with it after a power 
cut. 
 
The system displays 
total test duration and 
remaining time to 
completion. 
 
If desired, the system 
will automatically finish 
tests.  

With a single PC, 
you will be able to 
control as many 

Automated 
Oedometers as you 

wish.  
Software will 
control all the 
oedometers 

connected to the PC 
in an independent, 

automatic and 
simultaneous way. 
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Upgrading possibilities 

This system can be upgrade to a CVC – Constant velocity consolidation (In this case, columns 
need to be replaced). Pressure or strain transducer can also be added. 
 
Constant velocity consolidation. CVC includes a one-dimensional cell that make 
possible to apply “back pressure” and to measure pore pressure while applying 
incremental loads at extremely low, constant speed. EDS software controls the entire 
system, records and displays the consolidation process in real time. Graphs display counter 
pressure and strain values vs. applied load ad pore pressure. These are not tests that can be 
performed with traditional oedometers or with oedometers actuated by pneumatic devices. PID 
control makes possible to quickly apply loads without affecting the sample. 
 
How does it work? - Unlike traditional oedometers that apply load increments, our system 
applies a constant vertical axial load velocity. During the test a back pressure is applied allowing 
the sample to drain through its base. This feature considerably reduces the time needed to 
achieve complete consolidation. 
 
What is needed? - Generally, a pressure maintainer is used to apply back pressure. The vertical 
load is applied by a press that could be our automated oedometer, with a force transducer to 
control the applied load and a pressure sensor connected to the base (where the porous stones 
are located) to measure the pore pressure. The test sample is placed between two porous discs 
and this group is confined inside a steel container that prevents horizontal strain and reduces 
friction 
 
Performing this type of tests would require: Replacing automatic oedometer columns in 
order to make enough room for the new consolidation cell, A CVC cell and a back pressure 
controller / maintainer and a pressure sensor to measure the pore pressure.  

Other upgrading possibilities 

This system can be upgrade to a “Unconfined Compression Load Frame”, the load frame provides 
compression testing for a number of geotechnical test. 
 
Also can be upgrade to a California Bearing (CBR) Load Frame. This load frame provides an accurate 
control of the rate of displacement during loading. 
 
With accessories the system can perform: CBR swell, Lambe test, as well as sample consolidation for direct 
shear tests, etc. 
 
EDS software will allow you to view test performance on the PC screen in real time, analyze test results with post 
analysis software and directly print reports with Word o export them to Microsoft Excel. 
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Models : 
S0105/SM/10 - Standard Automatic oedometer 10 kN 
S0105/SM/20 - Standard Automatic oedometer 20 kN 
S0105/SM/50 - Advanced Automatic oedometer 50 kN 

Technical features 
 
Sample size: from 38 mm to 100 mm (4”) 
Sample size: up to 200 mm (8”), advanced model 
 
Standard máximum load: models 5, 10 y 20 kN 

Standard máximum load: to 50 kN, advanced 
model 

Vertical clearance: 145 mm  

Vertical clearance: 345 mm, advanced model 

Distance between columns: 290 mm  

Piston stroke: 30 mm  

Dimensions: (L x W x H) 480 x 550 x 760 mm  

Weight: 82 Kg  

Power: 110/220 V, 50/60 Hz, Monofásico  

Standard system includes the following 
items: 
Test frame and Consolidation cell 
Load cell (10 kN force transducer) 
12 mm Linear strain transducer  
Linear transducer support 

Accesories required: 
EDS control, data acquisition and analysis 
Software. 64 / 32 bits PC + monitor  

STANDARDS 
UNE 103 602, 106 601, 103406, 
103-405. 
ASTM D2435, ASTM D3877, ASTM 
D4546 
AASHTO: T216 
BS: 1377/5 
EN ISO/TS 17892/5 
Data acquisition:  
32 bits Ni card  
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Accesories for consolidation test:  
Consolidation cells 

Displacement transducer. The displacement transducer can be placed on the cell, on the plate or directly on the 
sample. This last option increases the accuracy of strain measurements. 
We have different accesories to be used with any consolidation cell, that will make possible to place the displacement 
transducer on the cell, on the plate or directly on the sample.  

Sensor on the plate 

Automatic Soilmatic oedometer uses any consolidation cell, even those from other manufacturers. 
Compatible Cell Types: Fixed ring, floating ring, fixed ring permeability 
Consolidation cells from 50 mm to 200 mm (sample size). (other diameter consult) 

S0105/SM/1 - Kit for swell pressure test. (compatible with any consolidation cell) 

Sensor on the cell 

Sensor on the sample 
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Consolidation  
and 

Collapse 

Consolidation  
and 

Collapse 

Swell  
pressure  

test 
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Replace your old Lambe apparatus by the new Soilmatic automatic oedometer. 
Forget to write readings shown by dynamometer rings!. EDS software will continuously record readings avoiding 
mistakes and increasing accuracy. You will get a real time graphic of expansivity from your soil specimen. 

Lambe test - Determination of expansivity in 
soils (Soils Volume Change) 
This test is carry out in order to identify quickly soils with problmes 
of expansivity (volumen change), due to changes in their moisture 
content. It consist in recognize the expansivity shown in a soil 
specimen, before compacted, with a previously set moisture 
conditions up. 

Carry out consolidation of a shear test specimen. Use your automatic oedometer as a 
consolidation bench of shear test specimens. Just set consolidation time and load to apply. EDS software will perform 
the test and if desired, it will calculate the speed test. 

What other test can I do with my new Soilmatic automatic 
oedometer?  
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What the advanced Soilmatic oedometer offers to you? 

Frame of simple compression of soils 

CBR penetration Load Frame 

The advanced oedometer Soilmatic, besides test already described of 
collapse, free swell, swell pressure, oedometer consolidation, lambe 
test and shear test consolidation, also could carry out simple 
compression of soils, CBR penetration, CBR swell ….. activating 
software licenses. 

Just set the CBR piston up and you will have your CBR frame, with control and data adcquisition through EDS 
software. 

EDS software carry out completely the CBR penetration test or simple 
compression, without operator intervention. Records will be registered 
according to frequency before programmed. 

Graphics of a simple compression test (not confined pressure) 
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S0355/SM - PC controlled Load Frame with speed 
regulation for simple soil compression  

Total control through PC and Software 
 
The Soilmatic load frame provides compression testing for a 
number of geotechnical tests, and small rock samples, that must 
have accurate control of the rate of displacement during loading. 
With accessories, the unit can perform unconfined compression 
(soils compression), CBR, and triaxial shear phase testing.  
 
Consists of a two column rigid test frame and a cross beam 
adjustable in height by threaded nuts. Fitted with a ball-and-
socket joint and electronically actuated motor with ball spindle, 
this machine makes possible to modify test velocity in 
infinitesimal increments. Provided with a safety end of stroke that 
stops the lower plate, it also has an outer casing. 
 
When using EDS Software together with Soilmatic, test velocity 
and maximun stroke are configured with the PC. Automatic 
return plate and some other options can also be enabled. The 
“free test” option, makes posible to design a test with as much 
sensors as needed. 
 
EDS Software records data with user customized configuration 
and displays real time results. Graphs display live sensors one by 
one or all of them at the same time. You will be able to choose 
between linear or logarithmic time scales.  

MODELS: 
S0355/SM/20 - Load frame, capacity 20 kN 
S0355/SM/50 - Load frame, capacity 50 kN 
S0355/SM/100 - Load frame, capacity 100 kN 

Full Automatic - Test is done 
from beginning to end  without 

intervention by the user  
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Software EDS is the most advanced tool in the market to deal with soil test 

* Different capacities are avaiable to meet 
the needs of our customers, models 20, 50 
and 100 kN. 
* Totally automated for data adquisition 
thanks to EDS software. 

* Test are automatically carried out from 
beginning to end. 

* Post-analisys EDS Software generates 
high quality real time charts and graphs 
that can be exported even during the test, 
if desired. 

Technical features 
Cross beam adjustable in height 
Speed range: 0.000005 to 5.50000 mm/minute. / 10 mm/
minute. 
Micros for stroke limits 
Test frame characteristics 
Load capacity: 50 kN 
Maximum vertical clearance: 900 mm 
Minimum vertical clearance: 430 mm 
Horizontal clearance: 290 mm 
Plate diameter: 180 mm 
Plate stroke: 100 mm 
Dimensions: (L x W x H) 480 x 550 x 1480 mm 
Power supply: 220 V monofásica. 50 Hz 
Weight: 105 kg 
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S0348/SM - PC controlled Load Frame with speed 
regulation for CBR test in soils 

Enter CBR penetration speed or any 
other required for your test. Total control through PC and Software 

The Soilmatic CBR load frame provides compression testing 
for a number of geotechnical tests, and small rock samples, 
that must have accurate control of the rate of displacement 
during loading. With accessories, the unit can perform 
unconfined compression (soils compression), CBR, and triaxial 
shear phase testing.  
 
Consists of a two column rigid test frame and a cross beam 
adjustable in height by threaded nuts. Fitted with a ball-and-
socket joint and electronically actuated motor with ball 
spindle, this machine makes possible to modify test velocity in 
infinitesimal increments. Provided with a safety end of stroke 
that stops the lower plate, it also has an outer casing. 
 
When using EDS Software together with Soilmatic, test 
velocity and maximun stroke are configured with the PC. 
Automatic return plate and some other options can also be 
enabled. The “free test” option, makes posible to design a 
test with as much sensors as needed. 
EDS Software records data with user customized configuration 
and displays real time results. Graphs display live sensors one 
by one or all of them at the same time. You will be able to 
choose between linear or logarithmic time scales.  
Test results and graphs are printed in Word file format or can 
be exported to Microsoft Excel. 

Automated data recording system for its later processing and 
reporting. 

Enter a velocity: 1,27 mm/min or any other required. 
Enter a stroke: 15 mm, or any other required. 
The test will be done from beginning to end without  intervention by the user. 

It is also possible to enable continuous 
data recording, from one penetration point 
to another. Multiple options are available. 
 
Since soilmatic is pc controlled , all test 
data are stored and plotted in real time.  
 
EDS software is designed for Windows 
operating system and achieves the 
complete automation of the test. 

If the option “events” is activated, forcé data will be recorded as well as the configured frequency of 
sampling in penetration points 0,25, 0,50, 0,75, 1,00, 1,50, 2,00, 2,50, 3,00, 4,00, 5,00, 7,50, 10,00, 
12,50 mm, or any other required. 

EDS 
Software 
displays 
real time 
results 
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Software EDS is the most advanced tool in the market to deal with soil test 

CBR Gragh - Force vs Pentration 

Graph -  CBR index  
vs Dry density 

Post-analisys EDS software allow 
you: 
 
View the CBR penetrationon on 
the PC screen in real time. 
 
Calculate the CBR Index and the 
correct CBR Index. 
 
Test results and graphs are 
printed in Word file format or 
can be exported to Microsoft 
Excel. 
 
The graphs can be exported to 
bmp or jpg. 

Technical features 
Cross beam adjustable in height 
Speed range: 0.000005 to 5.50000 mm/minute. / 10 mm/minute. 
Micros for stroke limits 
Test frame characteristics 
Load capacity: 50 kN 
Maximum vertical clearance: 900 mm 
Minimum vertical clearance: 430 mm 
Horizontal clearance: 290 mm 
Plate diameter: 180 mm 
Plate stroke: 100 mm 
Dimensions: (L x W x H) 480 x 550 x 1480 mm 
Power supply: 220 V monofásica. 50 Hz 
Weight: 105 kg 

EDS Software with 
d e f o r m a t i o n 
events at 2,5 and 
5 mm  
(penetration) 
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S0150/SM - PC controlled Load Frame with speed 
regulation for triaxial, simple compression and CBR test in 
soils 

* Different capacities are 
avaiable to meet the needs of 
our customers, models 20, 50 
and 100 kN. 
* Totally automated for data 
adquisition thanks to EDS 
software. 

* Test are automatically carried 
out from beginning to end. 

* Post-analisys EDS Software 
generates high quality real time 
charts and graphs that can be 
exported even during the test, if 
desired. 

Total control through PC and Software 
The Soilmatic triaxial load frame provides compression testing 
for a number of geotechnical tests, and small rock samples, 
that must have accurate control of the rate of displacement 
during loading. With accessories, the unit can perform 
unconfined compression (soils compression), CBR, and triaxial 
shear phase testing.  
 
Consists of a two column rigid test frame and a cross beam 
adjustable in height by threaded nuts. Fitted with a ball-and-
socket joint and electronically actuated motor with ball spindle, 
this machine makes possible to modify test velocity in 
infinitesimal increments. Provided with a safety end of stroke 
that stops the lower plate, it also has an outer casing. 
 
When using EDS Software together with Soilmatic, test 
velocity and maximun stroke are configured with the PC. 
Automatic return plate and some other options can also be 
enabled. The “free test” option, makes posible to design a test 
with as much sensors as needed. 
 
EDS Software records data with user customized configuration 
and displays real time results. Graphs display live sensors one 
by one or all of them at the same time. You will be able to 
choose between linear or logarithmic time scales.  
Test results and graphs are printed in Word file format or can 
be exported to Microsoft Excel. 

Full Automatic - Test is done from beginning to end  
without intervention by the user  
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It will allow you to do: 
 
Triaxial test UU, CD and CU 
Simple Compression test 
CBR Penetration test 

Technical features 
Cross beam adjustable in height 
Speed range: 0.000005 to 5.50000 mm/minute. / 10 
mm/minute. 
Micros for stroke limits 
Test frame characteristics 
Load capacity: 50 kN 
Maximum vertical clearance: 900 mm 
Minimum vertical clearance: 430 mm 
Horizontal clearance: 290 mm 
Plate diameter: 180 mm 
Plate stroke: 100 mm 
Dimensions: (L x W x H) 480 x 550 x 1480 mm 
Power supply: 220 V monofásica. 50 Hz 
Weight: 105 kg 

Enter a velocity and maximum stroke, 
EDS software will approach  the sample 
before start the test. 
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S0105/SM3 - Multi-test Automatic oedometer 

Automatic consolidation system 

SOIL CONSOLIDATION, OEDOMETER TEST, FREE SWELL, SWELL PRESSURE AND COLLAPSE  
 
Proetisa’s automated Soilmatic oedometer is an innovative tool replacing traditional oedometers that required 
the operator to manually place loads. 
 
Proetisa’s Soilmatic series SEA is an automated and computer controlled system with an incremental load 
controller. Loads are applied or removed without needing to use compressed air systems nor place / remove 
loads by hand. Tests are fully automatized without human intervention. 
 

EDS software makes possible to program great number of incremental load steps in advance, therefore when 
one of the steps is completed, the system will automatically proceed to the next one. With our automated 
system it is possible to carry out any test performed with traditional oedometers: oedometer consolidation, free 
swell, pressure swell, collapse tests, etc. as well as sample consolidation for direct shear tests, etc. 
With the Soilmatic oedometer, laboratory operators will be available to carry out any other task. One single 
machine can reliably accomplish the task performed by various traditional oedometers, thus reducing costs and 
increasing productivity while delivering reliability and accuracy. 

Increase your productivity / Increase in test results accuracy 

Carry out three automatic consolidation tests simultaneously 
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¿What gives the new three position automatic oedometer? 

Carry  o ut  three  automat ic 
consolidation tests, three free swell 
test, three swell pressure test, or 
three collapse test simultaneously 

Carry out a Lambe test 

Upgrade one of them to a CBR 
compression machine or a soils 
compression machine 

Carry out three automatic 
consolidation for direct shear tests 

simultaneously 
Or 

Carry out one automatic 
consolidation for direct shear tests 

and two pressure swell tests 
simultaneously 



S0106/SM - Consolidation testing system (Rowe type) 

Options available 
 
Sample sizes: 63 mm - 70 mm  - 100 mm 
 
Pressure range: 500KPa  - 1.000Kpa - 2.000KPa 4.000KPa  
 
Other diameters / pressure ranges - Consult us 

The Proetisa Hydraulic Consolidation System (Rowe type) is a fully-automated consolidation 
testing system designed for soil.  
 
This system can run classic tests such as step loading to more advanced tests such as automated testing 
rate by controlled hydraulic gradient, all under PC control. In fact, using the flexibility of EDS software, 
almost any user-defined test may be performed. 

The hydraulic Rowe Cell system is used because of its multiple drainage ( radial and radial & vertical) 
options as well as the capability of testing large diameter samples through the use of water pressure 
on a diaphragm. Furthermore, free strain and equal strain can be applied by applying the water 
pressure  on the top of the sample through a flexible platen or a rigid one. 
 
The system for consolidation testing using the hydraulic Rowe-type consolidation cell automates an 
entire consolidation test.  
 
Once a sample is placed into the Rowe cell, the test conditions programmed and the test started, EDS 
software performs the entire test without intervention. The system automatically initializes, back 
pressure saturates, and consolidate incrementally by using conditions specified by the user. A typical 
incremental consolidation test can be completed in 36 to 48 hours on most materials. 
 
This system may be programmed with a series of events. At the end of each step, the system will 
automatically move to the next step based on the computer determining that the specified conditions 
for completion of consolidation for the previous step are reached. Any load-unloadreload pattern may 
be specified. 

Standard system 
 
The system is based on the Rowe consolidation cell and two volumen / pressure maintainers. 
 
The maintainers are use for: 
 
 One for axial stress and axial displacement control 
 
 One for setting back pressure and measuring volumen change 

SOILMATIC — SOIL TESTING EQUIPMENTS 
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Technical features: 
Accuracy of pressure: <0,1%  
Pressure resolution: 0,1 KPa  
Accuracy volumen: <0,1%  
Volumen resolution: 0,5mm3  
EDS software for test control and post-analisys. 
EDS Software allow several test stations and additional hardware to be incorporated at any time. 

Sample dimensions 
Diámetro 63,5 mm / Altura 30,00 mmm 
Diámetro 70,00 mm / Altura 40,00 mm 
Diámetro 100,00 mm / Altura 60,00 mm 

The hardware used may be chosen to satisfay final user needs.  
 
Standard configuration: 
 Rowe Cell, two volumen / pressure maintainers 1000 kPa. 
 Displacement transducer: 
    Ranges 0-10 mm  to 0 - 50 mm 
    Resolution: 0.001 mm.  
 Pressure transducers: 
    Ranges: 0 - 1000 to 0 - 5000 kPa (intersticial pressure). 
 
Alll the devices have been designed towards achieving the greatest resolution and accuracy, for the 
highest quality test achievable in a research environment. 
The system can be upgraded to a triaxial adding a triaxial cell and a triaxial frame. 

STANDARDS - ASTM D-2435 and BS 1377:6 



S0107/SM - Consolidation testing system (Constant Rate of Strain 
Cell - CRS)  
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Back pressure: 1000 kPa 
 
Pressure Cell: 1000kPa 
Maximum load: 50KN 
Sample sizes: 63 mm - 70 mm  - 100 mm 
Other diameters / pressure ranges - Consult us 

The Proeti Constant Rate of Strain Cell (CRS / TDC) is a load frame based one dimensional 
consolidation cell capable of applying back pressure and measuring pore pressures up to 
1000kPa and 3000kPa (Other pressure ranges - Consult us).  
 
Coupled with Proeti pressure maintainers and EDS software the system will run the entire test from start 
to finish through a loading path specified by the user using constant rate of strain loading.  

The system fully automates the performance of a Consolidation test. Once a soil sample is in place, 
and the test conditions selected, the EDS software will run the entire consolidation test from start to 
finish.  
The system consolidates the sample through a loading path specified by the user using constant rate 
of strain. To avoid running the test too fast (excess pore pressures become too large for the 
transducer) or too slow (the test takes too long), EDS software uses Excess Pore Pressure Limits. 
These limits give the user a great deal of control over how a constant strain rate test is run. 
 
The system is used during back pressure saturation as well as maintaining a constant cell pressure 
during the consolidation phase of the test. 
 
A typical consolidation test can be completed in 24 to 36 hrs. on most materials. 
 
Standard system 
 
Typically, a Proeti pressure maintainer is used to apply the back pressure. A standard load frame 
controls the vertical stress and  strain. A force transducer placed at the end of a piston measures the 
force and pore pressure is measured by a transducer connected to the base filter stone. The sample 
itself is confined between two porous plates in a loose steel ring, which prevents horizontal 
deformation, and reduces friction.  

Technical specification  
Construction material: Anodised aluminum with perpex. 
Pressure relief valve included. 

Standard configuration: 
- CRS / TDS Cell 
- One S0169/SM 
- Load frame 
- Displacement transducer 
- Force transducer 
- Pressure transducer 

STANDARD 
ASTM D-4186 
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S0169/SM/10 - Pressure / volume maintainer - Soilmatic E 

Pressure range: 0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: 
Touchscreen or USB connection 

The Proeti Pressure/Volume maintainer is a general-purpose water pressure source and 
volume change gauge for the precise regulation and measurement of fluid pressure and 
volume change. Available in one configuration, maximum pressure of 1000kPa and a volumetric 
capacity of 230cm3 

The pressure / volume maintainer provides an extremely cost-effective replacement for 
conventional soil mechanics laboratory pressure sources and volume change gauges. It is ideal as a 
back pressure or cell pressure source where it can also measure the change in volume of the test 
specimen.  
  
The unit does not require a supply of comç+ 
pressed air to function. Configured both with or without the touchscreen, the device can be 
controlled directly from a computer using its own full speed USB 2.0 / 3.0 interface. 
 
The instrument is a constant pressure source which can replace traditional laboratory pressure 
sources such as mercury column, compressed air, pumped oil and dead weight devices. It is also a 
volume change gauge resolving to 1 mm3.  
  
The reduced size compared to any other controller in the Proeti range makes it ideally suited for life 
in a  
commercial testing laboratory where bench space is usually at a premium. The pressure / volume 
maintanier automatically protects itself from pressure and volume over-ranges.  
  
EDS software supplied allows full controller functionality to be accessed by means of the full speed 
USB  
2.0 interface. The software allows the user to program “n” pressure steps that can be either 
incremental or decremental, this is very useful to program a saturation. 
 
The instrument may also be controlled via the touchscreen without the need of a PC.  
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Technical features: 
 
Pressure range: 0 - 1 MPa (0-10 bar) 
Volumetric capacity: 230cc 
Resolution of measurement - pressure/volumen: 0,1 KPa/1mm3 
Accuracy of measurement:  

Pressure <0,10% F.E. 
Volume <0,3% meassured value with ± 100mm3 
  

Closed-loop control of pressure (PID): ± 0,1KPa 
Dimensions: 550 x 100 x 125 mm 
Weight: 5,5 Kg (empty) 
Power: 100-240VAC, 50-60Hz. 
Ambient temperature range: +10°C .+30°C 
User interface: Touchscreen (optional) 
PC interface: USB 2.0 + EDS software 
Maximum velocity: 0 mm3/s 

APLICATIONS 
 
Pressure / volumen maintainers can be used:  
 
TRIAXIAL TEST AND PERMEABILITY TEST 
 Pressure cell 
 Backpressure. 
 Volume change device. 
 
ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 

MODELS: 

S0169/SM/10  Pressure / volumen maintainer 1000 kPa 
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Pressure / volume maintainer Soilmatic Standard 

Pressure range:  
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) - S0169/SM/20  
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) - S0169/SM/30  
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) - S0169/SM/40  
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) - S0169/SM/50  
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface:  
Touchscreen  / connection USB 

The Proeti Standard Pressure/Volume Maintainer is a general-purpose water pressure 
source and volume change gauge. It is designed for use in commercial and teaching soil mechanics 
laboratories. A motor and screw-drive actuate a piston which directly pressurises water. The pressure is 
regulated under closed-loop control (PID). The change in volume is measured to 1cu mm (0.001cc) by 
counting the pulses (encoder).  

The Pressure/Volume Maintainer, typically operating at 3MPa/230cc, provides a cost-effective 
direct replacement for conventional soil mechanics laboratory pressure sources and volume change 
gauges. Above all, the device has its own computer interface and so can be controlled directly 
from a computer.  
 
It is ideal as a back pressure source where it can also measure the change in volume of the test 
specimen. Also, it automatically protects itself from pressure and volume over-ranges 
 
In stand-alone mode, the instrument is a constant pressure source which can replace traditional 
laboratory pressure sources such as mercury column, compressed air, pumped oil and dead weight 
devices. It is also a volume change gauge resolving to 1 mm3.  
 
The device can be controlled directly from a computer using its own full speed USB 2.0 / 3.0 
interface. 
  
EDS software supplied allows full controller functionality to be accessed by means of the full speed 
USB 2.0 interface.  
 
The software allows the user to program “n” pressure steps that can be either incremental or 
decremental, this is very useful to program a saturation. 
 
The instrument may also be controlled via the touchscreen without the need of a PC.  
  
The pressure / volume maintanier automatically protects itself from pressure and volume over-
ranges.  
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Technical features: 
 
Pressure range: 0 - 2 MPa (0-20 bar), 0 - 3 MPa (0-30 bar), 0 - 4 MPa (0-40 bar), 0 - 5 MPa (0-50 
bar) 
Volumetric capacity: 230cc 
Resolution of measurement - pressure/volumen: 0,1 KPa/1mm3 
Accuracy of measurement:  

Pressure <0,10% F.E. 
Volume <0,3% meassured value with ± 100mm3 
  

Closed-loop control of pressure (PID): ± 0,1KPa 
Dimensions: 550 x 100 x 125 mm 
Weight: 5,5 Kg (empty) 
Power: 100-240VAC, 50-60Hz. 
Ambient temperature range: +10°C .+30°C 
User interface: Touchscreen (optional) 
PC interface: USB 2.0 + EDS software 
Maximum velocity: 0 mm3/s 

APLICATIONS 
 
Pressure / volumen maintainers can be used:  
 
TRIAXIAL TEST AND PERMEABILITY TEST 
 Pressure cell 
 Backpressure. 
 Volume change device. 
 
ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 

MODELS: 

S0169/SM/20  Pressure / volumen maintainer 2000 kPa 

S0169/SM/30  Pressure / volumen maintainer 3000 kPa 

S0169/SM/40  Pressure / volumen maintainer 4000 kPa 

S0169/SM/50  Pressure / volumen maintainer 5000 kPa 
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S0169/SME - Pressure / volumen maintainer -  Soilmatic Advanced 

Pressure / volumen maintainer Advanced 
Pressure range: Customer requirements 
Volume capacity: Customer requirements 
Interface: 
Touchscreen  / USB Connection 
 
The Proeti Advanced Pressure/Volume Maintainer is a general-purpose water 
pressure source and volume change gauge. It is designed for use in commercial and 
teaching soil mechanics laboratorios, Universities and Research Centers. A motor and screw-drive 
actuate a piston which directly pressurises water. The pressure is regulated under closed-loop 
control (PID). The change in volume is measured to 1 mm3 (0.001cc) by counting the pulses 
(encoder). Using an additional encoder volume resolution can be increased. 
 
The Pressure/Volume Maintainer provides a cost-effective direct replacement for conventional 
soil mechanics laboratory pressure sources and volume change gauges. Above all, the device has 
its own computer interface and so can be controlled directly from a computer. It is ideal as a 
back pressure source where it can also measure the change in volume of the test specimen. 
Also, it automatically protects itself from pressure and volume over-ranges 
 
In stand-alone mode, the instrument is a constant pressure source which can replace traditional 
laboratory pressure sources such as mercury column, compressed air, pumped oil and dead 
weight devices 
The device can be controlled directly from a computer using its own full speed USB 2.0 / 3.0 
interface. 
  
EDS software supplied allows full controller functionality to be accessed by means of the full 
speed USB 2.0 interface. The software allows the user to program “n” pressure steps that can be 
either incremental or decremental, this is very useful to program a saturation. 
 
The instrument may also be controlled via the touchscreen without the need of a PC.  
  
The pressure / volume maintanier automatically protects itself from pressure and volume over-
ranges.  

APLICATIONS 
Pressure / volumen maintainers can be used:  
TRIAXIAL TEST AND PERMEABILITY TEST 
 Pressure cell 
 Backpressure. 
 Volume change device. 
ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 
ROCKS TEST 
 Triaxial 
 Permeability 
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S0125/SM - Automated system for direct shear test.  SOILMATIC 

Proetisa’s automated direct shear 
apparatus is a universal shear system 
capable of performing the consolidation, 
drained and undrained direct shear or 
residual shear stages in a completely 
automated way.  
 
The system consists of a PC controlled 
desktop unit with PID control to accurately 
apply vertical and horizontal loads to the 
soil sample to be tested. 
 
The standard system is delivered together 
with 5 kN force transducers for horizontal 
loads and 5 kN force transducers for 
vertical loads. Both can be easily replaced 
by another one with more or less capacity, 
as needed.  

This system can perform the consolidation stage defining as many load increments as desired and in a completely 
automated way. If desired, you will be able to calculate the appropriate shear velocity for the material to be tested 
using the consolidation curve.  
The system displays real time graphs with force, horizontal and vertical strain values, as well as applied load. 

Automated or manual operation of all options. 
Consolidation, Drained or Undrained Direct Shear tests. 

* Different capacities are 
avaiable to meet the needs of 
our customers, models 2, 5 and 
10 kN. 
* Totally automated for data 
adquisition thanks to EDS 
software. 

* Test are automatically carried 
out from beginning to end. 

* Post-analisys EDS Software 
generates high quality real time 
charts and graphs that can be 
exported even during the test, if 
desired. 

If the option “events” is 
activated, additional readings of 
force and deformation will be 
recorded. 
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Features and advantages 
It is possible to choose between several load capacity ranges from 1kN to 20kN. The system is 
delivered together with the requested force transducers. 

Automated or manual operation of all options. Consolidation, Drained or Undrained Direct Shear tests. 

EDS Software displays real time graphs with test data and stores them for later processing and 
analysis, both graphic and numeric. 

EDS Software makes possible to calculate the appropriate shear velocity for the material to be tested 
after the consolidation stage is completed.  
Remote access to control the system wherever you are. 

Stored graphs and data can be exported to Excel for later processing. 

Word format report creation 

Selectable velocity from 0.000005 to 9.8 mm/min. Speed ranges can be increased or decreased.  

Graphic - Tension vs deformation 
 

Vertical Tension vs Horizontal Tension 

STANDARD TEST METHOD  
UNE 103401, ASTM D 6528, ASTM 
D3080/T236, ASTM D2435/T216 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 
CAPACITY: The standard system is delivered together with a 5kN. Transducer. This can be replaced by 
a lower or higher capacity one up to 20kN  

VERTICAL MOTOR: Motor with PID controlled vertical 
load  
HORIZONTAL MOTOR: Motor with PID controlled 
horizontal load  
VELOCITY RANGE: 0.000005 a 9,8 mm/min 
HORIZONTAL STROKE: 0 - 25 mm 
VERTICAL STROKE: 20 mm 
POWER SUPPLY: 110/220 V, 50/60 Hz, One phase  
DIMENSIONS: 1000 x 450 x 800 mm  
WEIGHT: 120 kg 
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EDS software allows you to: 
• View test performance on the PC screen in real time. 
• Analyze test results with post analysis software.  
• Directly print reports with Word o export them to Microsoft Excel 
• Software A.I. allows you to pause and resume a test or to easily carry on with it after a power cut. 
• The system displays total test duration and remaining time to completion. 
• If desired, the system will automatically finish tests.  
With a single PC, you will be able to control as many Shear Test Systems as you wish. Software will 
control all the devices connected to the PC in an independent, automatic and simultaneous way.  

Vertical def. vs horizontal def. 

Graphic - Tension vs deformation (residual) 
Graphic -  Index “e” vs deformation 

Vertical tension vs horizontal tension 

MODELS: 

S0125/SM/2  Automated system for direct shear test 2 kN 

S0125/SM/5 Automated system for direct shear test 5 kN 

S0125/SM/10 Automated system for direct shear test 10 kN 
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Horizontal shearing can be applied 
at a specified rate of deformation 
or at a specified rate of horizontal 
force change.  

Proetisa’s automated direct shear 
apparatus is a universal shear system 
capable of performing the 
consolidation, drained and undrained 
direct shear or residual shear stages in 
a completely automated way.  

Constant volume condition during 
the shear  

The Automated system for direct shear test is a universal shear system capable of performing the consolidation 
and shear phases of a direct simple shear test under full automatic control. 
The direct simple shear device is a way to measure undrained shear strength of soils that reflects the average 
shear strength mobilized in the field during failure of embankments on soft soil foundations and deep excavations 
in clay The test generates a fairly homogeneous state of shear stress throughout the specimen, which provides 
initial stress condition, stress path, and deformation configuration that models numerous field loading conditions 
more closely than any other test systems such as triaxial. 
The system consists of a computer-controlled unit that utilizes motors to apply the vertical and horizontal loads to 
the soil specimen. 
The system is capable of running a consolidation phase automatically.  
Horizontal shearing can be applied at a specified rate of deformation or at a specified rate of horizontal force 
change. The constant volume condition during the shear is maintained through a closed loop computer control 
with the vertical displacement sensor as the feedback. The system is capable of displaying the current status of a 
test and graphically portraying the progress of the test in real time. The system includes the capability for the 
operator to alter the test process and conditions at any stage of the test. 

STANDARD TEST METHOD  
ASTM D 6528  and ASTM D2435/T216  

Models 
Soilmatic 2.5 - 2,5 kN 
Soilmatic 5 - 5 kN 
Soilmatic 10 - 10 kN 

S0125/SM/VC - Automated system for direct shear test.  
SOILMATIC VC 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 
CAPACITY: The standard system is delivered together with a 5kN. Transducer. This can be replaced 
by a lower or higher capacity one up to 20kN  
 
VERTICAL MOTOR: Motor with PID controlled vertical load  
 
HORIZONTAL MOTOR: Motor with PID controlled horizontal load  
 
VELOCITY RANGE: 0.000005 a 9,8 mm/min 
HORIZONTAL STROKE: 0 - 25 mm 
VERTICAL STROKE: 20 mm 
 
POWER SUPPLY: 110/220 V, 50/60 Hz, One phase  
 
DIMENSIONS: 1000 x 450 x 800 mm  
WEIGHT: 120 kg 

Features and advantages 
 
It is possible to choose between several load capacity ranges from 1kN to 20kN. The system is 
delivered together with the requested force transducers. 

Automated or manual operation of all options. Consolidation, Drained or Undrained Direct Shear 
tests. 

EDS Software displays real time graphs with test data and stores them for later processing and 
analysis, both graphic and numeric. 

EDS Software makes possible to calculate the appropriate shear velocity for the material to be 
tested after the consolidation stage is completed.  
Remote access to control the system wherever you are. 

Stored graphs and data can be exported to Excel for later processing. 

Word format report creation 

Selectable velocity from 0.000005 to 9.8 mm/min. Speed ranges can be increased or decreased.  
 
Horizontal shearing can be applied at a specified rate of deformation 
 
Horizontal shearing can be applied at a specified rate of horizontal force .  
 
Constant volume condition during the shear  

MODELS: 

S0125/SM/VC/2  Automated system for direct shear test 2,5 kN 

S0125/SM/VC/5 Automated system for direct shear test 5 kN 

S0125/SM/VC/10 Automated system for direct shear test 10 kN 
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S0105/SM/F - Maintainer / force controller. SOILMATIC  

Options 
Range of force: 10kN, 25kN and 50kN 
Range of displacement: up to 100mm 

 
What is it? 
The controller / force maintainer Soilmatic of Proeti is a general system of 
force application with PID control and display applied force and 
displacement in real time. The unit is controlled by computer through EDS software. The 
unit, EDS software, maintainers of pressure and volume and data interface, give you 
unlimited capacities for usual and advanced rock and soils testing controlled by 
a computer. The option “free test” allows you generate any test that you could 
need. 

 
How works it? 

The maintainer has a motor with PID control and a transmission box that put in motion a screw 
without end. The mechanism is strongly attached to the baseplate and that one is also put to 
test device, applying the force to test specimen. 
Force is measured through a transducer that can be attached on the edge of controller piston or 
in another part of test device. Displacement is measured through an encoder. 
 
Technical specifications: 
Force range: 10-25-50 kN. Another capacities available under customer request. 
Force indicator resolution: ±1 in 10.000 
Load cell accuracy: no lineality : ±0,03%, histeresys and no repeatability: ±0,05%_ 
Displacement range: 100mm 
Displacement resolution: 0,1µm 
Displacement accuracy: 0,05% 
F.E. 
Velocity of displacement max: configurable, from 0.000001 mm/min up to 10 mm/min. 
Velocity of displacement min: 0 mm/min 
Weight (approx): 32 Kg 
Dimensions: actuator 0,87x0,15x0,15m; control unit 0,87x0,23x0,15m 
Resolution of measure and control: pressure _0,1% F.E; displacement = 0,1µm 
Power supply: 92-265 V.A.C. 48-440Hz, 65w max., One phase earthed and fuse 2A x 2 
Control panel: touchscreen. 
Interface PC: PCI or USB 

USE OF LOAD MAINTAINERS 
Maintainers can be used and configured as: 
 
DIRECT SHEAR TEST. Can be used  
• To apply a constant deformation to test specimens. 
• As devices that apply a load gradient  to test specimens. 
• As devices that keep constant volume of specimen, during shear phase. 
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Triaxial automated systems 

Loads Frames: 50kN, 100kN, 200kN Pressure ranges:  
0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) 
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) 
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) 
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: Touchscreen  / USB connection 
(other pressure range - Consult us) 

Triaxial Cells: 
1.700kPa to 3.000 kPa 
Diameters: 
38mm to 150mm 
(other diameters / pressure 
ranges - Consult us) 

Technical specifications: 
 Test fully controlled by computer, not only data acquisition 
 It is possible to carry out several tests at the same time, controlled by a single computer 
 Windows-based Software EDS, for control test and data processing. 
 Independent cell pressure and back pressure 
 Calibration of measure sensors installed in EDS software 
 It is possible to carry out triaxial soil tests according to CEN ISO/TS 17892 standard series 
 Flexible software that allows both devices and tests upgrades 

Triaxial Automated System of Proeti is a triaxial test based on   one or more load frames 
and two or more pressure/volume maintainers that may be configured according to the 
customer specification and budget 
Using our range of frames, triaxial chambers, pressure maintainers and our software EDS, the user can 
configure it in order to test soils in commercial laboratories or for rocks testing in research laboratories. 
EDS software (with specific pack of test) and Soilmatic systems can also make advanced  test controlled 
by computer. The system allows to add load frames from 50KN up to 250KN, and pressure maintainers 
from 500KPa to 5000 kPa. 

What the system is used for? 
Automated Triaxial test Soilmatic of Proeti complies with international Standards of testing and it 
adapts to plans of accreditation of laboratories. 
 
The user select the type of test from a menu UU, TCU, TCD, triaxial consolidation, triaxial saturation, 
etc and later set the parameters (cell pressure, back pressure, test velocity, etc.), besides stop 
criteria. The test makes itself automatically, even without manual intervention, and saving the data in 
a file. 
 
EDS software directly controls the cell and back pressure and test velocity. 
 
Besides saving the parameters in the computer hard disk, the software also acquires measurements 
of axial deformation, axial force, interstitial pressure and volume change. It is also possible add to the 
configuration another sensor of measurement with its own data acquisition. 
 
The software allows to display, in real time, all sensors that are taking part in the test.  
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S0220/SM2 Automated Triaxial Testing System 

Pressure ranges:  
0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) 
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) 
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) 
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: Touchscreen  / USB connection 
(other pressure range - Consult us) 

Triaxial Cells: 
1.700kPa to 3.000 kPa 
Diameters: 
38mm to 150mm 
(other diameters - Consult us) 
(other pressure ranges - Consult us) 

Force ranges:  
50kN, 100kN, 200kN 

Fully Automated Two Pressure Triaxial System 
All in one two pressure automated system for any kind of triaxial tests (TUU, TCU and TCD). It makes also 
possible to automatically perform permeability, consolidation and saturation tests. 
The standard model has two pressure / volume maintainers that can be configured and controlled in a fully 
automated and independent way.  
You just have to configure the test with the desired parameters and the software will automatically proceed to 
saturate the sample. Once the sample is saturated, EDS Software will stop the system and inform you that the 
saturation process has finished. It will display sensor readings in graphs and calculate “B” coefficient in real time. 
Consolidation as well as UU, CD and CU triaxial tests are fully automated.  Once consolidation is completed, you 
will be able to use the software to calculate the appropriate breaking velocity for the material that has been 
consolidated. 
Pressure and volume maintainers will automatically keep the pressure value fixed during the test.  
All readings are graphed in real time during the test and stored in a database in the PC for later processing. If 
desired, you will be able to apply corrections related to membrane thickness, paper drains, etc. 

Pressure Maintainers.  
250cc Capacity. 
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 bar Models. 
Entirely made of bronze. 
Each maintainer has a sensor that informs the system about the pressure at that moment. 
Software PID control makes possible to reach and maintain the fixed pressure set points. 
Each pressure maintainer works in turn as a volume change device.  

Maintainers can be configured and used as:  
 Lateral, confining or cell pressure 
 Back pressure. 
 Upper back pressure 
 Volume change device 

ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 
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DURING DATA ACQUISITION 
Once the sample is in place and the test conditions are configured, the system will entirely perform the desired test 
(triaxial, consolidation, saturation or permeability) from beginning to end. The triaxial system is controlled by our 
leading-edge EDS A.I. software that automates permeability, saturation, consolidation (isotropic and anisotropic) 
and the triaxial test itself.  
The system is a compact and complete unit containing everything required to perform fully automated tests. 
Independent PID controls are used to accurately apply velocity and or pressure. 

ADVANTAGES FOR USERS 
This system can be used with any triaxial apparatus. When used together with Proetisa’s Soilmatic Series Triaxial 
Machine the same software will select test velocity and any other parameter. 

The standard frame test has a maximum load capacity of 50 kN. Higher capacity models are also available. 

STANDARD TEST METHODS - UNE 103402, ASTM D-4767, AASHTO T-297, COE EM 1110 

It makes also possible  
t o  a u t oma t i c a l l y 
perform  any test.
(Triaxial (UU, CU and 
CD), permeabil ity, 
consol idat ion and 
saturation. 
 
I f  needed more 
pressure maintainers 
could be added. 

“B” check .Once the 
sample is saturated, 

EDS Software will stop 
the system and inform 
you that the saturation 
process has finished. It 

will display sensor 
readings in graphs and 
calculate “B” coefficient 

in real time. 
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EDS software 
 
 Multi-task control and data acquisition. You will be able to, for example, carry out a 

triaxial test and saturation at the same time, or both quick triaxial and a permeability 
tests. 

 The software application will allow you to open several windows at the same time 
displaying the different tests that are being carried out at that time. 

 Real time graphs with acquired data. 
 You will be able to activate or deactivate the sensors display without data loss. 
 You will be able to change graph units, for example: display values in bars, kg/cm2 

or kPa, etc. 
 Likewise, it is possible to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. 
 Graphs have an auto function that adjusts it to its real size. It is possible to zoom 

and enlarge areas of interest or change the way in which data are displayed, toggle 
between dots and lines, view minimum and maximum values, etc. 

 Virtual display with elapsed and remaining time. 
 Event configuration allowing the user to stop tests, accelerate data acquisition, 

activate alarms, etc. 
 Software makes it possible to define values in order to finish tests depending on 

force, strain, stroke, pressure, volume, etc. 

LATER ANALYSIS 
You will be able to process and plot all the recorded data and print results in Word format or export data 
to Microsoft Excel. 

S0220/SM2 include: 
 
2 Pressure maintainer S0169/SM 
 
1 Triaxial frame S0150/SM. 
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S0220/SM3 Automated Triaxial Testing System 

Pressure ranges:  
0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) 
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) 
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) 
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: Touchscreen  / USB connection 
(other pressure range - Consult us) 

Triaxial Cells: 
1.700kPa to 3.000 kPa 
Diameters: 
38mm to 150mm 
(other diameters - Consult us) 
(other pressure ranges - Consult us) 

Force ranges:  
50kN, 100kN, 200kN 

Fully Automated three Pressure Triaxial System 
All in one three pressure automated system for any kind of triaxial tests (TUU, TCU and TCD). It makes also 
possible to automatically perform permeability, consolidation and saturation tests. 
The standard model has three pressure / volume maintainers that can be configured and controlled in a fully 
automated and independent way.  
You just have to configure the test with the desired parameters and the software will automatically proceed to 
saturate the sample. Once the sample is saturated, EDS Software will stop the system and inform you that the 
saturation process has finished. It will display sensor readings in graphs and calculate “B” coefficient in real time. 
Consolidation as well as UU, CD and CU triaxial tests are fully automated.  Once consolidation is completed, you 
will be able to use the software to calculate the appropriate breaking velocity for the material that has been 
consolidated. 
Pressure and volume maintainers will automatically keep the pressure value fixed during the test.  
All readings are graphed in real time during the test and stored in a database in the PC for later processing. If 
desired, you will be able to apply corrections related to membrane thickness, paper drains, etc. 

Pressure Maintainers.  
250cc Capacity. 
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 bar Models. 
Entirely made of bronze. 
Each maintainer has a sensor that informs the system about the pressure at that moment. 
Software PID control makes possible to reach and maintain the fixed pressure set points. 
Each pressure maintainer works in turn as a volume change device.  

Maintainers can be configured and used as:  
 Lateral, confining or cell pressure 
 Back pressure. 
 Upper back pressure 
 Volume change device 

ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 
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DURING DATA ACQUISITION 
Once the sample is in place and the test conditions are configured, the system will entirely perform the desired test 
(triaxial, consolidation, saturation or permeability) from beginning to end. The triaxial system is controlled by our 
leading-edge EDS A.I. software that automates permeability, saturation, consolidation (isotropic and anisotropic) 
and the triaxial test itself.  
The system is a compact and complete unit containing everything required to perform fully automated tests. 
Independent PID controls are used to accurately apply velocity and or pressure. 

ADVANTAGES FOR USERS 
This system can be used with any triaxial apparatus. When used together with Proetisa’s Soilmatic Series Triaxial 
Machine the same software will select test velocity and any other parameter. 

The standard frame test has a maximum load capacity of 50 kN. Higher capacity models are also available. 

STANDARD TEST METHODS - UNE 103402, ASTM D-4767, AASHTO T-297, COE EM 1110 

It makes also possible  
t o  a u t oma t i c a l l y 
perform  any test.
(Triaxial (UU, CU and 
CD), permeabil ity, 
consol idat ion and 
saturation. 
 
I f  needed more 
pressure maintainers 
could be added. 

“B” check .Once the 
sample is saturated, 

EDS Software will stop 
the system and inform 
you that the saturation 
process has finished. It 

will display sensor 
readings in graphs and 
calculate “B” coefficient 

in real time. 
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LATER ANALYSIS 
You will be able to process and plot all the recorded data and print results in Word format or export data 
to Microsoft Excel. 

S0220/SM3 include: 
 
3 Pressure maintainer S0169/SM 
 
1 Triaxial frame S0150/SM. 

EDS software 
 
 Multi-task control and data acquisition. You will be able to, for example, carry out a 

triaxial test and saturation at the same time, or both quick triaxial and a permeability 
tests. 

 The software application will allow you to open several windows at the same time 
displaying the different tests that are being carried out at that time. 

 Real time graphs with acquired data. 
 You will be able to activate or deactivate the sensors display without data loss. 
 You will be able to change graph units, for example: display values in bars, kg/cm2 

or kPa, etc. 
 Likewise, it is possible to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. 
 Graphs have an auto function that adjusts it to its real size. It is possible to zoom 

and enlarge areas of interest or change the way in which data are displayed, toggle 
between dots and lines, view minimum and maximum values, etc. 

 Virtual display with elapsed and remaining time. 
 Event configuration allowing the user to stop tests, accelerate data acquisition, 

activate alarms, etc. 
 Software makes it possible to define values in order to finish tests depending on 

force, strain, stroke, pressure, volume, etc. 
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S0220/SM4 Automated Triaxial Testing System 

Pressure ranges:  
0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) 
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) 
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) 
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: Touchscreen  / USB connection 
(other pressure range - Consult us) 

Triaxial Cells: 
1.700kPa to 3.000 kPa 
Diameters: 
38mm to 150mm 
(other diameters - Consult us) 
(other pressure ranges - Consult us) 

Force ranges:  
50kN, 100kN, 200kN 

Fully Automated four Pressure Triaxial System 
All in one four pressure automated system for any kind of triaxial tests (TUU, TCU and TCD). It makes also 
possible to automatically perform permeability, consolidation and saturation tests. 
The standard model has four pressure / volume maintainers that can be configured and controlled in a fully 
automated and independent way.  
You just have to configure the test with the desired parameters and the software will automatically proceed to 
saturate the sample. Once the sample is saturated, EDS Software will stop the system and inform you that the 
saturation process has finished. It will display sensor readings in graphs and calculate “B” coefficient in real time. 
Consolidation as well as UU, CD and CU triaxial tests are fully automated.  Once consolidation is completed, you 
will be able to use the software to calculate the appropriate breaking velocity for the material that has been 
consolidated. 
Pressure and volume maintainers will automatically keep the pressure value fixed during the test.  
All readings are graphed in real time during the test and stored in a database in the PC for later processing. If 
desired, you will be able to apply corrections related to membrane thickness, paper drains, etc. 

Pressure Maintainers.  
250cc Capacity. 
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 bar Models. 
Entirely made of bronze. 
Each maintainer has a sensor that informs the system about the pressure at that moment. 
Software PID control makes possible to reach and maintain the fixed pressure set points. 
Each pressure maintainer works in turn as a volume change device.  

Maintainers can be configured and used as:  
 Lateral, confining or cell pressure 
 Back pressure. 
 Upper back pressure 
 Volume change device 

ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 
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DURING DATA ACQUISITION 
Once the sample is in place and the test conditions are configured, the system will entirely perform the desired test 
(triaxial, consolidation, saturation or permeability) from beginning to end. The triaxial system is controlled by our 
leading-edge EDS A.I. software that automates permeability, saturation, consolidation (isotropic and anisotropic) 
and the triaxial test itself.  
The system is a compact and complete unit containing everything required to perform fully automated tests. 
Independent PID controls are used to accurately apply velocity and or pressure. 

ADVANTAGES FOR USERS 
This system can be used with any triaxial apparatus. When used together with Proetisa’s Soilmatic Series Triaxial 
Machine the same software will select test velocity and any other parameter. 

The standard frame test has a maximum load capacity of 50 kN. Higher capacity models are also available. 

STANDARD TEST METHODS - UNE 103402, ASTM D-4767, AASHTO T-297, COE EM 1110 

It makes also possible  
t o  a u t oma t i c a l l y 
perform  any test.
(Triaxial (UU, CU and 
CD), permeabil ity, 
consol idat ion and 
saturation. 
 
I f  needed more 
pressure maintainers 
could be added. 

“B” check .Once the 
sample is saturated, 

EDS Software will stop 
the system and inform 
you that the saturation 
process has finished. It 

will display sensor 
readings in graphs and 
calculate “B” coefficient 

in real time. 
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LATER ANALYSIS 
You will be able to process and plot all the recorded data and print results in Word format or export data 
to Microsoft Excel. 

S0220/SM4 include: 
 
4 Pressure maintainer S0169/SM 
 
1 Triaxial frame S0150/SM. 

EDS software 
 
 Multi-task control and data acquisition. You will be able to, for example, carry out a 

triaxial test and saturation at the same time, or both quick triaxial and a permeability 
tests. 

 The software application will allow you to open several windows at the same time 
displaying the different tests that are being carried out at that time. 

 Real time graphs with acquired data. 
 You will be able to activate or deactivate the sensors display without data loss. 
 You will be able to change graph units, for example: display values in bars, kg/cm2 

or kPa, etc. 
 Likewise, it is possible to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. 
 Graphs have an auto function that adjusts it to its real size. It is possible to zoom 

and enlarge areas of interest or change the way in which data are displayed, toggle 
between dots and lines, view minimum and maximum values, etc. 

 Virtual display with elapsed and remaining time. 
 Event configuration allowing the user to stop tests, accelerate data acquisition, 

activate alarms, etc. 
 Software makes it possible to define values in order to finish tests depending on 

force, strain, stroke, pressure, volume, etc. 
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S0220/SM Automated Triaxial Testing 
System 

Pressure ranges:  
0 - 1MPa (0-10 bar) 
0 - 2MPa (0-20 bar) 
0 - 3MPa (0-30 bar) 
0 - 4MPa (0-40 bar) 
0 - 5MPa (0-50 bar) 
Volume capacity: 230cc 
Interface: Touchscreen  / USB connection 
(other pressure range - Consult us) 

Triaxial Cells: 
1.700kPa to 3.000 kPa 
Diameters: 
38mm to 150mm 
(other diameters - Consult us) 
(other pressure ranges - Consult us) 

Force ranges:  
50kN, 100kN, 200kN 

Fully Automated four Pressure Triaxial System 
All in one four pressure automated system for any kind of triaxial tests (TUU, TCU and TCD). It makes also 
possible to automatically perform permeability, consolidation and saturation tests. 
The standard model has four pressure / volume maintainers that can be configured and controlled in a fully 
automated and independent way.  
You just have to configure the test with the desired parameters and the software will automatically proceed to 
saturate the sample. Once the sample is saturated, EDS Software will stop the system and inform you that the 
saturation process has finished. It will display sensor readings in graphs and calculate “B” coefficient in real time. 
Consolidation as well as UU, CD and CU triaxial tests are fully automated.  Once consolidation is completed, you 
will be able to use the software to calculate the appropriate breaking velocity for the material that has been 
consolidated. 
Pressure and volume maintainers will automatically keep the pressure value fixed during the test.  
All readings are graphed in real time during the test and stored in a database in the PC for later processing. If 
desired, you will be able to apply corrections related to membrane thickness, paper drains, etc. 

Pressure Maintainers.  
250cc Capacity. 
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 bar Models. 
Entirely made of bronze. 
Each maintainer has a sensor that informs the system about the pressure at that moment. 
Software PID control makes possible to reach and maintain the fixed pressure set points. 
Each pressure maintainer works in turn as a volume change device.  

Maintainers can be configured and used as:  
 Lateral, confining or cell pressure 
 Back pressure. 
 Upper back pressure 
 Volume change device 

ADVANCED TEST 
 Can be used as high precison volume change device. (0,014 mm3) 
 Can be used where a high precison pressure is needed 
 Can be used in research projetcs where a hydraulic gradient is needed. 
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DURING DATA ACQUISITION 
Once the sample is in place and the test conditions are configured, the system will entirely perform the desired test 
(triaxial, consolidation, saturation or permeability) from beginning to end. The triaxial system is controlled by our 
leading-edge EDS A.I. software that automates permeability, saturation, consolidation (isotropic and anisotropic) 
and the triaxial test itself.  
The system is a compact and complete unit containing everything required to perform fully automated tests. 
Independent PID controls are used to accurately apply velocity and or pressure. 

ADVANTAGES FOR USERS 
This system can be used with any triaxial apparatus. When used together with Proetisa’s Soilmatic Series Triaxial 
Machine the same software will select test velocity and any other parameter. 

The standard frame test has a maximum load capacity of 50 kN. Higher capacity models are also available. 

STANDARD TEST METHODS - UNE 103402, ASTM D-4767, AASHTO T-297, COE EM 1110 

It makes also possible  
t o  a u t oma t i c a l l y 
perform  any test.
(Triaxial (UU, CU and 
CD), permeabil ity, 
consol idat ion and 
saturation. 
 
I f  needed more 
pressure maintainers 
could be added. 

“B” check .Once the 
sample is saturated, 

EDS Software will stop 
the system and inform 
you that the saturation 
process has finished. It 

will display sensor 
readings in graphs and 
calculate “B” coefficient 

in real time. 
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LATER ANALYSIS 
You will be able to process and plot all the recorded data and print results in Word format or export data 
to Microsoft Excel. 

S0220/SM include: 
 
4 Pressure maintainer S0169/SM 
 
1 Triaxial frame S0150/SM. 

EDS software 
 
 Multi-task control and data acquisition. You will be able to, for example, carry out a 

triaxial test and saturation at the same time, or both quick triaxial and a permeability 
tests. 

 The software application will allow you to open several windows at the same time 
displaying the different tests that are being carried out at that time. 

 Real time graphs with acquired data. 
 You will be able to activate or deactivate the sensors display without data loss. 
 You will be able to change graph units, for example: display values in bars, kg/cm2 

or kPa, etc. 
 Likewise, it is possible to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. 
 Graphs have an auto function that adjusts it to its real size. It is possible to zoom 

and enlarge areas of interest or change the way in which data are displayed, toggle 
between dots and lines, view minimum and maximum values, etc. 

 Virtual display with elapsed and remaining time. 
 Event configuration allowing the user to stop tests, accelerate data acquisition, 

activate alarms, etc. 
 Software makes it possible to define values in order to finish tests depending on 

force, strain, stroke, pressure, volume, etc. 
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S0220/SMP Automated Permeability Testing System 

The triaxial system 
is controlled by our 
leading-edge EDS 
A.I. software that 

automates 
permeability, 

saturation test 
itself  

FULLY AUTOMATED PERMEABILITY 
 
The Soilmatic permeability system provides a unique and versatile way to run flexible wall 
permeability  tests on a wide variety of materials quickly and accurately.  
 
The system can measure permeabilities of cohesive soils varying from 10-4 to 10-9 cm/sec. With 
the  appropriate test cells, this one system can determine the permeability of some silty clays 
within minutes. 
 
The pressure / volumen maintainers includes a motor, pressure chamber and piston, pressure 
transducer, PID control and USB communications. Versions of the unit are available with flow 
volumes of 233 cm3 and bigger capacities. 
 
Flexible wall tests are run in a fully automated mode with three pressure / volume maintainers: 
 
 One controls cell pressure and flow of cell 
 One controls bottom sample 
 One controls top sample. 
 
This configuration allows great versatility to run fully automated permeability tests with isotropic 
or anisotropic. 
 
The entire test can be automatically controlled, data captured and displayed in real time, and test 
reports prepared on a PC.  
 
You just have to configure the test with the desired parameters and the software will 
automatically proceed to saturate the sample. Once the sample is saturated, EDS Software will 
stop the system and inform you that the saturation process has finished.  
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Later analisys, you will be able to process and plot all the recorded data and calculate: 
 
 Permeability coefficient 
 Hydraulic Gradient 
 Flow between to points. 
 Send data to Excel 

STANDARD TEST METHODS  
ASTM D-5084 

ASTM D-2434 
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Software EDS 
The Software EDS.EXE of Soilmatic line of Proeti, is a program that allows acquisition, process and 
analysis of data generated during a test. It also allows the control of the test machine. 
 
El software, depending on the number of purchased licenses, has predetermined and configured test, 
following desired Standard. Nevertheless you could create new test and modify existing ones. 
 
Test configuration allows to you create data acquisition sequences, linear or customized. You also 
could record and register data with customized frequency and time, and modify these parameters 
during the test. 
 
"Events" option will allow to you add new readings to already programmed frequencies. For example, 
you could record additional readings each 5 N, activate a continuous recording of data when it 
reached a point of deformation, end the test, etc. 
 
The software can execute at the same time multiple test, and allow simultaneously display them. 
 
During test execution you could stop or pause at any time, and restart them easily with any problem. 

EDS software is 
the most 

advanced tool to 
control 

geotechnical test 
and soil 

mechanics. 

The software is multilingual and Works with user selection. 
 
An administrator can access and control all software parameters. He will be able to create new profile 
user and restrict the permission to access some menus. 
 
For example, create a user that only can execute test but no modify configuration of them, or an user 
that just can access the calibration sensors menu. 
 
The program is designed as well to allow remote control of it.  
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At the end of the tests, the software analyze and process the data, generating a report in Word format 
(customizable) or export to Excel files if desired. 

Test 
The software has a test menu, when the user is able to 
• Create a new test 
• Delete test 
• Modify test 
• Create a free test 

Another  software characteristics 
• Back-up system of configuration of sensors, test, etc. Just with a “click” on the mouse you will 
 be able to save the system information. 
• Automatic saving of test data in case of power cut, allowing restart the test. 
• Export data to .txt or Excel. 
• Multilingual 

Sensors 
• The software has a sensor menu where you can 
• Create new sensors 
• Delete sensors 
• Calibrate sensors 
• Edit the calibration of sensors 

The software, under license, allows execute pack or test: 

PACK OF LICENSES IN ORDER TO EXECUTE AUTOMATIC TEST. 

S0233 –Direct shear tests  
Consolidation test. 
Direct shear test (circular / square specimens) 
Direct shear residual test. 
 
S0234 Triaxial tests 
Triaxial saturation test.  
Consolidation triaxial test. 
UU test. 
CU test. 
CD test. 
Permeability test. 
 
S0236 – CBR test. 
CBR swell test. 
CBR penetration test. 

S0232 – OEDOMETER TESTS 
Consolidation test. 
Free swell test. 
Swell pressure test. 
Collapse test. 
 
S0233A – Shear tests. 
Consolidation test. 
Direct shear test. 
Direct residual shear test. 
 
S0235 – Compression Tests. 
Simple compression test  
CBR penetration test. 
 
S0231 – Free tests 
Free test. 
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EDS SOFTWARE AND OEDOMETER PACK OF TEST 
 
The “EDS” software for soil tests is the most advanced in the market. 
 
You will be able to configure test so as to comply with desired Standard Method, to program continuous data 
recording at predetermined values or by events. You will also be able to perform any type of test using the “free 
test” tool that makes possible to configure test to meet your needs using the required sensors.  You will be able 
to include additional strain or pressure sensors in order to monitor interstitial pressure during consolidation. This 
and other utilities make EDS Software an integral solution and a powerful tool.  
 
EDS Software records data with user customized configuration and displays real time results. Graphics display 
live sensors one by one or all of them at the same time. You will be able to choose between linear or logarithmic 
time scales. 
 
  EDS also has event utilities making possible to accelerate or decelerate data acquisition, test and data recording 
finish, alarm activation, etc. All data are recorded and stored for later analysis.  

 The results and graphics are printed in Word file format or can be exported to Excel. 
 
The software allows the user to program “n” load steps that can be either incremental or 
decremental. It is also possible to configure their length. To start the test, simply place the simple 
on the test area and press the “start” button. The software controlling the test performance will 
apply the previously set load / unload steps. For example: if six load steps and two unload ones 
have been programmed, the system will start increasing loads and keeping them during the desired 
lapse of time. Once a load step is finished, the system will automatically proceed to the next load 
increment and so on until test completion. It is also possible to assign events to the test if desired; 
therefore, once a predefined value is reached the system will automatically move on to the next 
load / unload step.  
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As Soilmatic  oedometer is conceived to automatically move on to predefined steps, an incremental 
consolidation can be completed in 24 or 48 h if desired. 
 
EDS software record strain readings from a displacement transducer and applied load readings from a 
force transducer. This one allows the system to apply and maintain predefined loads and load 
increments. 
 
Test results are displayed on the PC screen in real time and stored for later automated processing. 

EDS Software allows you to: 
 View test performance on the PC screen in real time. 
 Analyze test results with post analysis software. 
 Directly print reports with Word or export them to Excel. 
 Software allows you to pause and resume a test or to easily carry on with it after a power cut. 
 The system displays total test duration and remaining time to completion. 
 If desired, the system will automatically finish test. 
 With a single PC, you will be able to control as many automated oedometers as you wish.  
 Software will control all the oedometers connected to the computer in an independent, 

automatic and simultaneous way.  

Consolidation 

Oedometric 
Graphic 
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SOFTWARE EDS AND PACK OF DIRECT SHEAR TESTS 
 

EDS software for direct shear test is the most advanced that you can find. You will be able to configure 
tests so as to comply with the desired Standard Method, to program continuous data recording at 
predetermined values or by events.  You will be able to perform any type of test using the “free test 
tool” that makes possible to configure test to meet your needs using the required sensors.  You will be 
able to include additional strain or pressure sensors in order to monitor interstitial pressure during 
consolidation. This and other utilities make EDS Software an integral solution and a powerful tool. 

EDS software records data with user customized configuration and displays real time 
results. Graphs display live sensors one by one or all of them at the same time. You will be 
able to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. EDS also has event utilities 
making possible to accelerate or decelerate data acquisition, test and data recording finish, 
alarm activation, etc. All data are recorded ad stored for later analysis. Test results and 
graphs are printed in Word file format or can be exported to Excel. 

EDS software record the horizontal and vertical strain readings from two displacement 
transducers as well as the applied load readings (horizontal and vertical) from two force 
transducers. 

 
The results are displayed on the PC screen in real time and stored for later automated 
processing.  
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EDS software allows you to: 
 View test performance on the PC screen in real time. 
 Analyze test results with post analysis software. 
 Directly print reports with Word or export them to Excel 
 Software allows you to pause and resume a test or to easily carry on with it after a power cut. 
 The system displays total test duration and remaining time to completion. 
 If desired, the system will automatically finish test. 
 With a single PC, you will be able to control as many shear test systems as you wish. Software 

will control all the devices connected to the pc in an independent, automatic and simultaneous 
way. 
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DURING DATA ACQUISITION 
 
Once the sample is in place and the test conditions are configured, the system will entirely perform 
the desired test (triaxial, consolidation, saturation or permeability) from beginning to the end. The 
triaxial system is controlled by our leading-edge EDS software that automates permeability, 
saturation, consolidation (isotropic and anisotropic) and the triaxial test itself. 
 
The system is a compact and complete unit containing everything required to perform fully 
automated test. Independent PID controls are used to accurately apply velocity and / or pressure. 
 
The software application will allow you to open several windows at the same time displaying the 
different tests that are being carried out at that time. 
 
Real time graphs with acquired data. 
 
You will be able to activate or deactivate the sensors display without data loss. 
You will be able to change graph units, for example: display values in bars, kg/cm2 or KPa, etc. 

EDS SOFTWARE AND PACK OF TRIAXIAL TESTS 
 
Multi-task control and data acquisition. You will be able to, for example, carry out a triaxial test and 
saturation at the same time, or both quick triaxial and a permeability tests.  
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Likewise, it is possible to choose between linear or logarithmic time scales. 
Graphs have an auto function that adjusts it to its real size. It is possible to zoon and enlarge areas of 
interest or change the way in which data are displayed, toggle between dots and lines, view minimum 
and maximum values, etc. 
 
Virtual display with elapsed and remaining time. 
Even configuration allowing the user to stop test accelerate data acquisition, activate alarms, etc. 
 
Software makes it possible to define values in order to finish test depending on force, strain, 
stoke ,pressure, volume, etc. 
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PC Controlled CBR Loading Machines - C.B.R test system of six positions 
 
This computer-controlled system will allow you to: 
 
 Prepare and test six CBR samples simultaneously. The data collection is done by LVDT 
 Later you will be able to perform the CBR penetration test with or without load 
 The upper bridge has locking systems for the loading machine. 


